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lots should be severely punished. It seems to
the present writer that the excrement nuisance,
which now appears in a new and more serious
light, cannot be got rid of until city authorities
see their way to provide places of public con-
venience in every ward, so that no one need
resort to either the alleys or the saloons to obey
the dictates of nature. Dr. Howard has, indeed,
provided the municipal reformer with a new
and valuable argument, which it is to be hoped
he will not fail to use.
From the standpoint of scientific entomology

Dr. Howard's paper is of much interest. It
records for the first time the breeding habits of
a large number of insects, and also adds greatly
to our knowledge of their distribution. Three
species of flies proved to be new to science;
these have been described by Mr. Coquillett in
Entomological News, January, 1901.

In all the work Dr. Howard was ably as-
sisted by several members of his office force,
particularly Messrs. Pratt and Coquillett. To
these careful credit is given, in accordance with
Dr. Howard's invariable custom. The figures
are numerous and clear, 25 species being illus-
trated, often with the early stages. By some
slip, Drosophila ampelophila is called 'ampelo-
phaga ' on the plate, but the name is given
correctly in the text. Limosina albipennis and
L. crassimana, to judge from the figures, should
belong to different genera.

T. D. A. COCKERELL.
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SCIELNTIFIC JOURNALS AND AI71ICLES.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry. December.

'Reaction Velocity and Equilibrium, ' by Wilder
D. Bancroft; ' Differences of Potential between
Metals and Non-aqueous Solutions of their
Salts,' II, by Louis Kahlenberg. A formula
has been deduced by Nernst for the E. M. F.
of a galvanic chain of the type

Ag AgNO3 (concentrated) AgNO8 (dilute) I Ag

which shows a fair degree of agreement with
the observed values when water is used as a
solvent. The author has tested the formula
expeiimentally in a number of cases in which
non-aqueous solutions are used, and finds that
Nernst's formula does not hold good undee these
circumstances; ' Solvent Action of Vapors,' by
A. T. Lincoln. A study of the solvent action
of the vapor of water, benzene and acetone
upon salicylic and benzoic acids, and of alcohol
vapor upon camphor and naphthalene.

January. ' Gas Polarization in Lead Accumu-
lators,' by C. J. Reed; ' Two Devices for Circu-
lating Liquids at a Constant Temperature,' by
Ira H. Derby; ' On the Equilibrium of Chemical
Systems,' by Paul Saurel. The translation of
the more important parts of a thesis of the same
title, presented to the Facult6 des Sciences of
Bordeaux.

THE first (January) number of Volume II. of
the Transactions of the American Mathematical
Society contains the following papers: ' Invari-
ants of Systems of Linear Differential Equa-
tions,' by E. J. Wilczynski; ' Divergent and
Conditionally Convergent Series whose Prod-
uct is Absolutely Convergent,' by Plorian Ca-
jori; ' Sets of Coincidence Points on the Non-
Singular Cubics of a Syzygetic Sheaf,' by M. B.
Porter; ' Note on Non-Quaternion Number Sys-
tems,' by W. M. Strong; ' On the Reduction of
the General Abelian Integral,' by J. C. Fields;
'U eber Fliichen von Constanter Gauss'scher
Kriummung,' by David Hilbert; ' Note on the
Functions of the Form f(x) 0= (x) + ajx8l' +
a xn2 + + a. which in a given Interval differ
the least possible from Zero,' by H. F. Blich-
feldt.

THE February number of the Bulletin of the
American Mathematical Society contains the fol-
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lowing papers: 'Report of the Annual Meeting
of the Society,' by the Secretary; 'On Some
Birational Transformations of the Kummer Sur-
face into Itself,' by Dr. J. I. Hutchinson; ' Theo-
rems concerning Positive Definitions of Finite
Assemblage and Infinite Assemblage,' by Mr.
C. J. Keyser; 'Dini's Method,of showing the
Convergence of Fourier's Series and'of other
Allied Developments,',by Mr.-WalterlB. Ford;
'Shorter Notices'; 'Fehr's Application of the
Vectorial Analysis of 'Grassmann'to the Infini-
tesimal Geometry,' by Mr. E. B. Wilson, and
' The Annuaire dui Bureau des Longitudes,' by
Professor E. W. Brown; ' Notes '; 'New Pub-
lications. '

The Plant World for January comes in a new
and improved garb externally and internally.
The first article, by Alice Carter1Cook, entitled,
'Some Filipino Botany ' comprises'some curious
extracts from Blanco's ' Flora.' C. F. Saun-
ders contributes ' Hints for Beginners in the
Determination of Grasses,' and an excerpt from
Bulletin 28, Division of Forestry, discusses
'The Trhreatened Destruction of the Big Trees
of California.' E. M. Williamsdescribes 'The
Rosy Tricholoma ' and C. L. Pollard in the
supplement continues ' The Families of Flower-
ing Plants,' treating'of various jfamilies of the
orders Polygouales and Centrospermae.

The American Naturalist for February is a par-
ticularly strong number in spite of the absence of
' Editorial Comnment and Reviews.' It opens
with a long and critical review of 'Scharff's
History of the European Fauna ' by Leonhard
Stejueger, Scharff's work being praised for its
admii-able suggestiveness'and treatment of the
subject, though Dr. Stejueger combats, we think
successfully, his advocacy of an invasion of
Europe from North America by way of Green-
land. B. ArthurBensley discusses 'The Question
of an Arboreal Ancestry of the Marsupialia and
the Interrelationships of the Mammalian Sub-
classes, consideritig that in spite of all evidence
presented, Hulxley's theory of a genetic succes-

sion of the former representatives of the Mono-
tremata, Marsupialia and Placenitalia is still
entitled to frst consideration. Arnold E. Ort-
mann briefly reviews ' The Theories of the
Origin of the Antarctic Faunas and Floras,'

stating that he accepts Hooker's general idea of
the former existence of land connection between
the southern portions of existing continents.
Oldfield Thomas writes of ' The Generic
Names Myrmecophaga and Didelphis,' claiming
that the former name justly belongs to the
Great Ant-eater and Didelphis virginiana to the
Virginia opossum. The species cinereus and
alstoni he con-4ders as members of the genus
Marmosa. Finally E,lwin C. Eckel pi-esents
' The Snakes of New York; an Anniotated
Check List,' giving twenty-five species anid sub-
species, this beinig the first paper on the ophid-
ian fauna of New York since Baird's ' Ser-
pents of New York.'
Numbers 62 to 66 of the interesting Com-

munications from the Physical Laboratory at the
University of Leiden have been received in this
country. The preceding numbers of the series
are mainly in English. These numbers are in
German except No. 65, which is in French.
All are reprints from the Livre jubilaire dgdie' 4
11. Prof. Lorentz.
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, agenlts of the

New York University Press, will publish early
in March, the first number of a scienitific quar-
terly unider the title Newv York University Bul-
letin of the MIedical Sciences, edited, unider the
auspices of the New York University Medical
Society, by an editorial committee consisting of
B. Faiquihar Curtis, M.D., Robert J. Carlisle,
M.D., E. K. Dutnham, M.D., John A. Mandel
and William H. Park, M.D.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.
THE 315th meeting of the Antthropological

Society was held on February 12th. MIr. Paul
Brockett gave a short paper on ' Anicient
Mexican Books,' and exhibited a copy of the
Borgian Codex, lately reproduced through the
munificence of the Duc de Loubat. With the
codex was showvn a Japanese book, illu-4trating
the similarity in methods of folding. ' The Un-
wrapping of a Peruvian Mummy,' by W. H.
Holmes and Walter Hough, proved interesting.
A mummy pack from Pet-u was divested of its

wrappings and from the swathings of cotton-

bolls, leaves and cloth were taken the skeletons
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